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Coach Players 
To Head Safely

Neurologist�Dr�Andrew�Wilner�suggests�six�ways�that�coaches�can�teach�their�players�to�
head�the�ball�and�reduce�the�possibility�of�injury

6
TIPS TO

THE ART OF COACHING
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1 KEEP EYES WIDE OPEN
When heading a football, you should 

remind your players to keep their eyes open. 
This is so they can watch the flight of the 
ball, get the best connection on it and avoid 
clashing heads with other players. Using the 
correct heading technique helps prevent 
serious injury, so players should use their 
head to attack the ball properly.

4 HEADING-FREE ZONE
The relatively large head and immature 

skulls of children may predispose them to 
brain injury. A logical suggestion for both 
coaches and parents who are concerned 
with the impact of their children heading the 
ball at a young age is to consider using a ‘no 
heading’ rule for under 10s teams in both 
training and matches. 

2 USE THE RIGHT BALL
Make sure to use the appropriate size 

and weight ball for the size of your players. 
Until your players are over the age of 18, you 
might consider training them and playing 
matches with smaller footballs than a size 
five, or maybe using lightweight balls to get 
them used to heading without the impact of 
the weight of full-sized balls on their heads.

5 LIMIT HEADING PRACTICE
Though it’s unclear whether routine 

heading can cause permanent brain injury, 
there is a growing amount of indirect evidence 
to suggest that minor brain injury may occur. 
The biggest risk factor for brain injury from 
heading seems to be the number of times the 
ball is headed in a given season. So practise 
proper technique, but cut down on repetition. 

3 BUILD MUSCLE STRENGTH
Strong neck and torso muscles can 

help protect the heads of your players, so 
incorporate drills in your training sessions 
that work on core muscle strength. Climbing 
activities such and monkey bars and climbing 
walls are a fun way of youngsters developing 
their core strength and also serve to improve 
their spatial awareness.

6 BE INJURY AWARE
If you have any suspicion that a player 

might be suffering from a head injury, from 
heading or otherwise, stop the player from 
playing or training instantly. The player 
should seek medical attention straight away 
and not return to playing until they have 
been cleared to do so by a qualified medical 
professional.
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